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Art dealers, museum patrons and experts are hurling insults.
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The “Fabergé: Jeweler to the Imperial Court” exhibit at the Hermitage Museum finds itself at the center
of a scandal about fakes. Jo Zimny Photos / Flickr (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

The “Fabergé: Jeweler to the Imperial Court” exhibit at the Hermitage Museum finds itself at
the center of a scandal about fakes.

It began with an accusation by one Russian art dealer about another Russian art dealer.

On Jan. 10 André Ruzhnikov, a London-based art and antiques specialist, wrote an open letter
to the head of the Hermitage, Mikhail Piotrovsky, accusing the museum of exhibiting fake
works by Fabergé. The letter was illustrated with annotated photographs of the suspect
objects. 
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Many of the works in question are from a private Fabergé Museum in Baden-Baden, founded
by another Russian art collector, Alexander Ivanov. Ruzhnikov followed up his first open
letter with another about the show, which he called “a sort of Encyclopedia of Forgeries,”
including a photoshopped image of Ivanov wearing a disputed Fabergé tiara. 

The two dealers have had a long acrimonious relationship. In a previous dispute Ivanov
announced that Ruzhnikov would be “taken to America in handcuffs.”

A BBC investigation published on Monday links Ivanov to businessman Konstantin
Goloshchapov, who has close ties to President Vladimir Putin, the article asserts.  

Ivanov told the BBC that he borrowed money from Goloshchapov to open his private Faberge
Museum in Baden-Baden, Germany. Goloshchapov is a patron of the Museum of Christian
Culture and Ivanov is a patron of the Russian National Museum, which does not seem to have
an exhibition space. Both museums provided exhibits for the show.

Several European specialists in Fabergé contacted by the BBC raised concerns about at least 20
items on display, although it is not clear if they have examined the pieces personally. Some
members of the Hermitage Museum staff have also expressed their concerns.

Items from Ivanov's collection on display at the Hermitage resemble some exhibits in the
Fabergé collection at the Moscow Fersman Mineralogical Museum, the BBC investigation
says. 

The Hermitage Museum and Mikhail Piotrovsky have not responded to the letters or media
queries.
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